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Ice-marked Sand Grains in the Lower Ordovician of Sweden
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LINDSTRÖM, Maurits: Ice-marked Sand Grains i the Lower Ordavieian of Sweden. Geologica et Palaeontologica 6: 25-31, 2 Abb., 1 Tab., 1 Taf., Marburg, 15. 8. 1972.
Of 19 grains of quartz sand recovered from a Lower Ordavieian Latarpian sample of
pelagic limestene from Sweden, otherwise very poor in clastic material, 12 showed what
is recognized as good evidence of glacial abrasion. The grains probably were dropped
from ice rafts. This indicates Early Ordavieian local ice reaching the sea in a sand
dominated area to the south of Scandinavia.
12 von 19 Körnern von Quarz-Sand, die in einer Kalkprobe aus der Latorp-Stufe
(Unterordoviz: Arenig) von Schweden gefunden wurden, zeigten unter REM fiir ein
deutig gehaltene Spuren der Glazial-Abrasion. Die Körner, wohl von einer lokalen
Vereisung in sandigen Sedimentationsgebieten siidlich Skandinaviens stammend, wurden
wahrscheinlich mit Treibeis transportiert. Kaltes Klirna könnte einige Besonderheiten
der unterordovizischen Cephalopodenkalke (Diskontinuitätsflächen u. a.) mit erklären.
Anschrift des Verfassers: Prof. Dr. M. LINDSTRÖM, Fachbereich Geowissenschaften der
Philipps-Universität, D-3550 Marburg, Lahnberge.

Introduction
Quartz sand morphoscopy, the technique of deciphering the
history of sand grains from their surface texture, has in later
years become a well-established discipline (KRINSLEY & FUN
NELL, 1965). The Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) has
made these studies easier and provided them with a reliable
quantitative base. Features shown by grain surfaces may be
diagnostic of aeolian, beach, or glacial environments of sedi
mentation (KRINSLEY & DoNAHUE, 1968). A sample of quartz
sand grains from the Lower Ordavieian "Orthoceratite
Limestone" of Sweden shows indications of glacial grinding.
If the interpretation is correct, the sand may have been trans
ported from land by drift ice. Since this appears to be the
first evidence of ice activity in the Early Ordovician, the
case merits discussion in a rather broad context.

2. Aeolian
a) Small, more or less deep-reaching blocks breaking
away and leaving irregular, meandering ridges
b) Concentric, size-graded arcs on small, conchoidal
fracture-planes
c) Flat, more or less deeply pitted surfaces

3.

Glacial
a) Conchoidal breakage patteros of very different sizes
b) High relief
e) SemiparaHel striations
f) Imbricated breakage-blocks
g) Irregular, small-seale indentations of the breakage
steps

Grain features and interpretation
KRINSLEY & MARGOLIS (1969) described the diagnostic fea

tures of the different environments in a brief and comprehen
sive paper. The following list of morphologic details is abs
tracted, with a few omissions, from their paper.
1.

Littoral
a) Evidence of spalling
b) Small, V-shaped impact indentitions
c) Grooves or serateltes that may consist of aligned pits
e) Etch marks (may be very deep and may be bounded
by crystallographic surfaces)

Several of the glacial features are probably different aspects
of a single phenomenon, viz. conchoidal fracturing with off
sets. In general, the aeolian and littoral grains are more
smoothly rounded than glacial grains. The latter show a
high relief bounded by conchoidal breakages. KRINSLEY &
MARGOLIS state, in the case of glacial grains, that the ob
servation of four or more of the above textures over large
areas of a single grain according to their experience may be
taken as adequate evidence of glacial origin. The method is
currently being used for studies of the Tertiary to Pleistocene
sequence of glaciations, as revealed by ice rafted sand grains
in sediments of the deep ocean (see, for instance, MARGOLIS &
KENNETT, 1970, KENT, 0PDYKE & EwiNG, 1971). HILLEFORs
(1971) uses grain morphoscopy in the identification of glacial
grains.
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Sand grains are mostly scarce in the pelagic cephalopod Iime
stones of Early Ordavieian age that occur in extensive areas
in northern Europe. A number of weil-preserved grains of
quartz sand in the size range 0.3-0.5 mm were found in a
limestone bed exposed in the coastal cliffs at Horns Udde, in
southeastern Sweden. The bed (J bed at 12 m, section of
LINDSTRÖM, 1963, Pl. 1) was dated by conodonts as belong
ing to a level just above the range of Stolodus stola in the
middle-upper part of the Lower Arenigian (Lower Ordo
vician) Billingen Substage of the Latarpian Stage. Twenty
two apparently weil-preserved grains, some with spots of
thin, ferrugineous stain, were collected and subjected to de
tailed study with the SEM.
The grains were numbered 1-22. Grains 7, 15, and 20 turned
out to be in all prohability feldspar (dense, intersecting
cleavage). The features of the grains are Iisted in Table 1.
Twelve grains were interpreted as glacial. Grains 1, 5, 8, and
17 show minor facets belonging to earlier abraison cycles.
On grains 1 and 17, these facets indicate beach environment,
probably with relatively low energy, because the surfaces are
smooth. Grain 5 shows deeply pitted facets very similar to
those found on beach grains (GEES, 1969). These features are
evidently due to the combined effects of impact and solution.
Preserved older facets on grain 8 show features that indicate
aeolian action. Grain 19 shows glacial features overprinted
on faces formed by neocrystallization.

Table 1: Features shown by Lower Ordovician grains of quartz
sand. The features are numbered according to the list on
p.OO.
Grain

Main features

Interpretation

Subordinate
features

3 a-b, e-f

Glacial

1

2

2 a-c

Aeolian

3

1 b-c

Littoral

4

2 a-c

5

3

6

2 a-c

7

11

Feldspar
3 a-b, e-g
3 a-b, e-f
3 a-b, e-f
3 a-b, e-f

Glacial

12

1 b-c

Littoral

8
9

10

a-b, e-g

a-c, e

Aeolian
Glacial

1e

Aeolian
Glacial

2 a, c

Glacial
Glacial

13

3 a-b, e-g

Glacial

14

2 a, c

Aeolian

15

F eldspar

16

3 a-b, e-g

17

3 a-b, e-g

Glacial

18

2 a, c

Aeolian

19

3 a, e-f

Glacial

Glacial

20

F eldspar

21

3 a-b, f

Glacial

22

3 a-b, e-f

Glacial

1 b-c

Recrystallized

Post-glacial processes have left marks on grains 1, 10, and
21. Grains 1 and 10 show solution pitting on the breakage
surfaces. Solution pits found on grain 1 are shallow and
rounded, and have diameters about 0.2 Il· Grain 10 has steps
and triaugular pits evidently corresponding to crystal faces.

This pitting might have been formed through prolonged ex
posure to quiet sea-water. Grain 10 furthermore shows some
rounding of certain sharp edges, perhaps due to abrasion.
Grain 21 shows consistent smoothing of all edges, possibly
due to dissolution or early diagenetic processes. While the
pits of grain 1 and the smoothing of grain 21 might have
developed at the site of ultimate sedimentation, grain 10 has
marks of mechanical abrasion (glacial?) formed after the
solution pitting.

Mode of origin and emplacement
The available population of sand grains is small. This is due
to the circumstance that sand grains are generally sparse, and
grains with weil-preserved surfaces have to be Iong sought
for, in the studied limestone sequence. Of the 19 quartz
grains, 12 show features that form by crushing and grinding,
mechanisms to which few sand grains are subjected in nature
outside the glacial environment. While one or two grains
with crush marks might conceivably be fortuitous, the twelve
grains found are regarded as evidence.
In the matter of transport of the grains, it is obvious that
different means have to be considered. Floating algae, ani
mals, and bottom currents are for choice in addition to ice
rafts. Of these, bottom currents may be the !east likely. A
thin veneer of marly mud occurred scattered in places all
over the sea-bed, and the intervening carbonate surfaces,
though partially hard-ground, had deep, densely crowded
pits (LrNDSTRÖM, 1963). Thus, sand grains travding over the
sea-bed would very soon have been trapped. The choice bet
ween algae and animals is immaterial here. Neither can, per
haps, be excluded, though the animal alternative appears the
less Iikely of the two. Iee rafts would provide the most plau
sible transportation for ice-shaped particles. This has been
the mechanism suggested for ice-worn grains found in Ter
tiary to Pleistocene oceanic sediments (MARGOLIS & KEN
NETT, 1970 ). On the other hand, ice rafts might be expected
to have transported coarser and more abundant material
than has actually been found. This might speak in favour of
a more sporadically occurring and less competent, perhaps
indeed a biological, agent.
Pebbles, otherwise indicators of ice rafting in pelagic sedi
ments, do not occur. The sediment is a part of an extensive
sheet of very slowly deposited, pelagic limestone {LINDSTRÖM,
1971, MÄNNIL, 1966). The fossil fauna of this limestone is
poor in species. lt is doubtful if it contained any important
sessile, benthonic forms. Despite continuously pelagic con
ditians through most, probably even all, of the Early Ordo
vician, the average sedimentation of terrigenous material was
as low as 2.7 X to-1 to 2.7 X to-s g/cm2 in 1000 years (com
pare LrNDSTRÖM, 1971). For the lithology, this means that
many of the Iimestones are relativelypure carbonate. Most of
the terrigenous material is ciay.
These circumstances put serious restrictions on the glacial
interpretation. Ocean currents flowing over the area of depo
sition of the cephalopod Iimestones could not have been in
contact with a major, stable land ice. Iee rafts could not have
come from ice flowing over exposed rock. The ice must have
flowed over sandy surfaces. Dune and beach sands were in
cluded among the sediments overridden by the ice before it
reached its seaward margin, this we can learn from the grain
morphoscopy. Sandy surfaces, no doubt, existed in wide areas
of Europe in the Early Ordovician. Thus, the Tremadocian
to Arenigian of western and southern Europe consist largely
of sandstone (Armorican Quartzite).
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Paleogeography and source area
Ordovician paleogeography was reconstructed by SPJELD
NAES (1961) on the basis of fossil faunas and sediment distri
bution. The reconstruction shows a South Pole not far to the
south of Europe. For the uppermost Ordovician this has been
confirmed by the discovery of extensive glacial deposits of
latest Ordovician to Early Silurian age in the Sahara (FAIR
BRIDGE, 1971, BEuF & al., 1971). ARBEY & TAMAIN (1971)
and DANGEARD & DoRt (1971) suggest that this glaciation
for a while extended into southwestern Europe.
A couple of paleomagnetic South Pole determinations for
the Cambro-Ordovician are given by BucuR (1971) based on
African material. These indicate a South Pole in White
Russia, which is even doser to the area dealt with here. How
ever, this pole position may be considerably in error with
reference to present geography. We do not know the amount
of orogenie shortening that has taken place in the areas be
tween Africa and White Russia, hut it might be great. Cor
rection for this would have to be added to the correction for
any uncertainties inherent in the paleomagnetic method.
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On the Baltic Shield itself, sedimentation of the very slow,
pelagic type prevailed throughout the Early Ordovician. We
can theoretically look for a glacial sediment source in the
direction of the Caledonian orogenie helt, extending along
the northwestern margin of Europe, in the direction of south
western and central Europe, and in the direction of the nu
clear continental areas contained within the European parts
of the Soviet Union. The Caledonides, to take this helt first,
include much of the British Isles. On the northwest margin
of the British Caledonides we find in the Lower Ordovician
the Dumess Limestone, obviously a sediment of a relatively
warm and shallow sea. The upper part of the Dumess Lime
stone, to judge from its conodonts ( HIGGINS, 1967), includes
the Arenigian. The Arenigian of the Moffat Geosyncline in
southern Scotland comprises chert-shale (LAMONT & LIND
STRÖM, 1957), formed very slowly in a starved basin, and
certainly does not show any evidence of proximity to con
tinental ice. Other parts of the Caledonian helt were either
orogenie land (Connemara?, see SKEVINGTON & STURT, 1967)
or areas of more or less rapid sedimentation of graptolitic
mud (Lake District, Wales), in part with volcanics. As noted
by SKEVINGTON (1963) the top Tremadocian and basal
Arenigian are not known in Britain.
In the Norwegian Caledonides the Tremadocian to Arenigian
include i.a. thick greenstone volcanics, thick graptolitic
shales, and clastics of varying degrees of coarseness (see,
for instance, HoL TEDAHL, 1960, and CHALOUPSKY, 1970).
To summarize, the Caledonides might not have had the right
elimate for land ice, they contain sediments that must have
been deposited far from any land ice, and they would, if
glaciated, have yielded a great deal of coarse erratics.
From southwestern and central Europe the Ordavieian Baltic
Shield was separated by a helt of mainly graptolitic mud
that extended from the Oslo area through souhernmost
Sweden into northern Germany (see, for instance, STÖRMER,
1967). lt is conceivable that this area may occasionally have
been erossed by rafts carrying sand. The source area would
then have to be sought farther south. Lower Ordovician is
known from the Ardennes, the Arrnerican Massif of western
France, Montagne Noire, the Bohemian Massif including
marginal areas in Bavaria and Thuringia, and the Holy Cross
Mountains. The sequence in all these areas is clastic, domina
ted by sand.

Fig.

1:

Generalized facies and paleogeographic features of Europe
in the Arenigian. e denotes location of sample. Brick
pattern = cephalopod limestene facies. Symbols for
volcanism in Wales and in the Bohemian Massif. Uncor
rected paleomagnetic pole positions indicated by snow
flakes, warm elimate by sun. Note that the pole positions
depend on African data. Cominent displacement since
the Triassic might imply that the pole positions have to
be relocated to the Tethys province, south of the Alps.

If we disregard the paleomagnetic indications and consicler
the geology, the search for a source of glacial sand in the
Arenigian of Europe is a difficult matter. The greatest diffi
culty is that the Arenigian was one of the longest epochs of
the Ordovician hut its deposits are very poorly dated in large
parts of Europe. This leaves many possibilities open. Since
the sand grains are from only one sample we know notbing
about the duration of the glacial episode.

In the Ardennes the youngest dated beds are Tremadocian.
In the Arrnerican Massif, Tremadocian coarse clastics are
known from the Ancenis Synelinerium (CAVET, 1970). The
Lower Ordovician for the rest is dominated by a relatively
pure, quartzitic to subarkosic sandstone (Armorican Quart
zite) that may be over 500 m thick. The top of this sandstone
may belong within the Arenigian (CAVET, 1970). The Ar
morican Quartzite is known for its wide distribution. For
instance, it eecurs in the Ordovician sections of Spain and
Portugal. The Lower Ordavieian of Montagne Noire has
been discussed by DEAN (1966). He describes a succession of
fossiliferous shales, sandstones, and mudstones with a collec
tive thickness of over 400 m, all of Early Arenigian age.
The Bavarian and Thuringian Lower Ordovician has been
summarized by Sozuy (1971). Though there are great facies
variations with this small area, one can generalize by
stating that the Tremadocian to Lower Arenigian is several
hundred and may be over thousand meters thick. lt is shaly
to sandy and may contain abundant volcanics. Possibly, vol
canie pebbles should be expected to be dropped from ice rafts
coming from this area.
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The Tremadocian and Arenigian is missing in some places in
Bohemia. Elsewhere these series are mainly shaly and may
contain volcanics (HAVLICEK & SNAJDR, 1955). This area,
like the previous one, is an unlikely source for the glacial
material under discussion.
By comparison with the areas referred to above, the Holy
Cross Mountains have a thin Lower Ordavieian succession.
The Tremadocian may be missing, or consists of graptolitic
shale, chert, or glauconitic sandstone. The Arenigian is trans
gressive. lt is sandy to shaly, rich in glauconite, and may con
tain reworked older sediments in a basal conglomerate. These
conditions have been briefly described by ToMCZYK (1971).
The area has sedimentary and faunistic affinities to the Baltic
Shield. The sparse and fully marine sedimentation makes it
unlikely that the area was greatly influenced by land ice.
The Ordavieian of Russia and Ukraine is poorly known. lt
is known, however, that the system is underlain by Cambrian
and late Precambrian elastics, of which the Cambrian are
largely sandy, whereas the Precambrian contains much un
weathered pebble material. The Lower Ordavieian may be
missing. A further complication is that the Ukrainian Shield,
with extensive exposure of Precambrian crystalline rocks,
formed a rising area during much of the Paleozoic. It would
probably have contributed pebble erratics to any land ice
within this area.
To sum up, a derivation of the sand grains, as the only ice
transported material, from the east (Russia and Ukraine)
is unlikely, from the south (Bohemian Massif) is probably
impossible, from the southwest (Armorican Quartzites area)
appears possible, and from the west and north (Caledonian
helt) is impossible.
The very thick and fair!y homogeneons Arrnoricao Quartzites
may have covered much wider areas than those in which they
are now preserved. If parts of these sandy expanses were
temporarity glaciated, much like the Lower Paleozoic sandy
formations of the Sahara at the turn of the Ordavieian and
Silurian, the moraines produced would have consisted ex
elusively of sand. The uppermost part of the Arrnoricao
Quartzite of Crozon contains structures believed to have
been formed in a littoral, tidal environment (BABIN & Pws
QUELLEC, 1 969). lt is here suggested that some of these struc
tures, in particular those described by BRADSHAW (1966)
would hardly have been preserved in such an environment
uniess the surface was cemented. In analogy with the Lower
Cambrian Hardeberga Sandstone of Sweden, where similar
structures have to be explained ( LrNDSTRÖM, 1972, VoRTISCH,
manuscript in press), one may suggest that the structures of
the Arrnoricao Quartzite, if truly littoral, were ice-cemen
ted. The Hardeberga Sandstone contains more positive ev
idence of frost and sea-ice activity. As regards lithology,
sedimentary structures, trace fossils, and adjacent facies the
two compared sandstone formations are strikingly similar.
If truly littoral conditions existed when the upper part of
the Arrnoricao Quartzite was deposited in certain areas,
nearby areas must have been land. Such areas, if temporarity
glaciated, may have delivered sand of the kind discussed.

Sedimentologic consequences of a cold elimate
The cephalopod limestone in which the sand grains were
found was laid down on a sea-bottom on which the situation
for carbonate sedimentation was precarious. Carbonate was
very slowly deposited and then dissolved and again precipi
tated in the pores of the sediment. Dissolution of limestone
occurred on the sea-bed at frequent intervals (JAANUSSON,
1961, LINDSTRÖM, 1963, 1971). These processes brought about

the formation of microkarst-like discontinuity surfaces. To
explain them, HADDING (1958) invoked the periodic influx
of cold currents. The present discovery suggests that HAo 
DINGs hypothesis may contain some truth, and that elimati
cally induced fluctuations of the compensation depth of cal
cite might explain some peculiarities of the Iimestones in
question. Restrictive elirnatic conditions might also explain
the specialized nature of the fauna, the absence of all major,
benthonic forms, and the small number of species represented.
If the elimate might have been cool in northern Europe in
the Early Ordovician, it appears to have become warmer in
the Middle and Late Ordovician. The evidence for this
amelioration of elimate consists i.a. in the growth of cal
careous reefs.

Summary and conelusions
12 of 19 grains of quartz sand found in a sample of Lower
Arenigian cephalopod limestone from Sweden were found to
have been shaped essentially by crushing and grinding.
Experience, and theoretical considerations, show that these
mechanisms normally work only in the basal parts of a land
ice (cited works by KRINSLEY and collaborators).
The cephalopod limestone in this case is a pelagic facies
formed in an extensive area during millions of years of ex
tremely slow sedimentation. The so far unique discovery of
ice-shaped sand grains in this facies raises considerable prob
lems as regards nature of the occurrence, as regards means
of transportation, as regards provenience, as regards paleo
geographic implications, and as regards consequences for
biotopes and sedimentation.
The most puzzling circumstance about the occurrence is
perhaps that no other exotic material has been observed until
now, either within the cephalopod Iimestones themselves or
in stratigraphically and geographically adjacent facies.
With this in view it has to be emphasized that there is no
doubt that the sand grains were derived from within the
limestone sample, and that this sample belonged to the strati
graphic succession. The limestone was dated by conodonts,
and mineral coating on parts of the sand grains is character
istic of the limestone. The micropaleontologic technique
employed in dealing with the limestone was a normal one
designed to prevent contamination.
The grains were probably transported by rafting, rather than
by bottom currents. The nature of the raft might be impor
tant. If it was algal, this might explain both the scarcity of
the occurrence and the absence of coarser grains. However,
since the grains would have come from a glacial environ
ment, the discussion has centered on the assumption that the
grains were transported by an ice raft.
In this case the source of the grains must have been in a
glaciated area in which practically nothing but sand occurred.
Similar conditions must have existed in connection with the
probably much more important Saharan glaciation in the
Late Ordavieian- Early Silurian (BEU F & al., 1971, FAIR
BRIDGE, 1971) . It is suggested that the source area was within
the wider Arrnoricao Quartzite area. The ice might have left
few traces in a sequence of rnainiy sands, and the main glacia
ted area might have been outside the exposures now remain
ing of the Arrnoricao Quartzite. We do not, for instance,
know how far the Arrnoricao Quartzite may originally have
extended to the east.
Paleogeographically, the area from which the sand came
needs not to have been at the South Pole itself but might have
been at some distance from that pole. This implies that great
parts of Europe were at times fairly cold. The sea covering
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the Baltic Shield in the Arenigian might have been a cold sea.
This would help to explain the slowness of carbonate sedi
mentation and the frequent formation of surfaces of earbo
nate solution in the Arenigian cephalopod limestones. lt
might also explain why the fauna is so specialized and poor
in species.
The question of Early Ordovician elimate and sedimentation
is being followed up along four Iines, in cooperation with
colleagues at the Marburg University. Isotope paleotempera
ture investigations on the Arenigian Iimestones of Sweden
are being carried out in cooperation with Dr. H. FRIEDRICH
SEN. The day mineralogy of the succession is being investi
gated by Prof. H.-H. LoHSE and Dipl.-Geol. W. VoRTISCH.
The detailed stratigraphy of the relevant sections is being
established by means of conodonts, in cooperation with Prof.
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W. ZIEGLER. In connection with this work, each sample is
systematically searched for quartz grains for further mor
phoscopic studies.
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Plate t
A.

Grain 10, showing conchoidal breakage surfaces slightly modi
fied by solution pitting and surface recrystallization.

B.

Detail of A.

C.

Whole view of grain 9.

D. Detail of C, with features 3 a, 3 b, 3 e (lower left corner), and
3 f. The niehes contain ferrugineous dust belonging to the
matrix.
E.

Whole view of grain 21.

F.

Detail of E, showing i.a. imbricated breakage-blocks with
smoothed relief.

G. Whole view of grain 13.
H. Grain 8, showing different aspects of conchoidal breakage.
I.

Whole view of grain 5.

K.

Detail of grain 16. Non-calcareous matrix adhering in several
places.

L.

Detail of grain 12 as instance of non-glacial, probably littoral,
grain morphology.
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